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Manufacturer's Information

Mobile Digital Evidence - iOS Analysis Test No. 
18-5551

The Mobile Digital Evidence – iOS Analysis test consisted of evidence data acquired from an iPhone in .tar file format. 
Participants were asked to examine the extracted data pertaining to a simulated scenario utilizing their own software and 
methods.

SAMPLE PREPARATION: 
A scripted scenario, based on an assisted suicide incident was created to generate user data on the evidence device. 
The execution of the scripted scenario took place the week of May 21, 2018. An Apple iPhone 6 phone was used to 
perform the activities and generate the intended artifacts.

The phone data was acquired through an advanced logical extraction of the iPhone 6 utilizing Cellebrite software. 
Following sample validation, a .tar file was uploaded to the CTS portal for participants to download. MD5 and SHA-1 
algorithms were run on the compressed folder to generate unique hash values to allow participants to validate the 
successful download of the files.

SAMPLE VALIDATION/VERIFICATION:
The validation stage consisted of the examination of the phone data utilizing various software to ensure expected results 
could be achieved. Laboratories that conducted analysis during predistribution reported consistent results.

PLEASE NOTE: Questions marked with asterisks (**) did not show a clear consensus during preliminary review of the
participants responses. Further information and discussion will be available in the final report.

Police are investigating a possible homicide/suicide case. A Matthew Thyne was found hanging dead in his room by his 
parents. Police responded to the crime scene and collected all the evidence. Along with other evidence, police collected 
Matthew Thyne’s iPhone and logged it into evidence. A logical image of the iPhone was created and you have been 
tasked with analyzing the forensic image of the iPhone utilizing your own tools and methods to find any evidence that 
could be of interest to the police.

 SCENARIO PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS :

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence - iOS Analysis Test No. 18-5551

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the MD5 hash value for the iPhoneBackup.tar file.1

b8ffc5ccfb8ebbd438d07fbd0d30d592

Provide the SHA1 (base 16) hash value for the iPhoneBackup.tar file.2

bc4877c5948652f4af3cc2bb5a82f79d0c6f8d1d

What is the set time zone for this device? Provide the answer in the following format: Country/State3

 America/New_York

What is the 19 digit ICCID number associated with the device?4

8901260155718778937

What is the model number of the device?5

MG5W2

What is the version of the operating system on this device?6

11.2

Based on the calendar events, when is the event “School Trip” scheduled for? Provide the answer in the 
following format: MM/DD/YYYY

7

07/04/2018 and/or 07/05/2018

How many contacts were saved on the device? Do not include contacts from third party applications or 
duplicated contacts.

8

Three (3)

Provide the phone number associated with contact named “Mom”.9

(703) 568-1862

Were location services enabled on this device?10

Yes

Who was the service provider for this number?11

T-Mobile

Provide the name (SSId) of the location this device was last connected to using Wi-Fi.12

Walmartwifi

Provide the phone number associated with this device.13

(202) 378-7266
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence - iOS Analysis Test No. 18-5551

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Based on the evidence, which two medications were prescribed to the user? Separate the medications with a 
comma (,)

14

Celexa, Lexapro

What is the version of ExpediaBookings application installed on this device?15

33.8.1

What is the version of the Skype application installed on this device?16

8.21.0.7

What is the user's Skype username? Provide the answer using the following format: live:______17

live:Thyne13

What is the user's Facebook login email ID?18

mthyne13@gmail.com

What is the user's Facebook password?19

Polarbear13

Based on the evidence, what is the home address for Annie Fao? Provide the Street, City, State, and Zip code. 
(Ex: 1234 Adams St., Chester, FL 10056)

20

16444 Atlanta Drive Fairfax, VA 20091

Provide the longitude and latitude of the last place viewed using Google Maps Application. Answer using the 
following format: Longitude: ________, Latitude:_________

21**

Longitude: -77.3967717728168, Latitude: 38.8548381516278

What was the last phrase searched using the Safari search engine?22

ways to commit suicide

Provide the email ID which is associated with the user’s iCloud account.23

thyne13@icloud.com

What is the password of the iCloud account on this device?24

2019Graduate

How many voicemails were received from +1 571-484-0504?25

Two (2)
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence - iOS Analysis Test No. 18-5551

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Other than iMessages, which 3rd party chat application did the user primarily use to send and receive 
messages from +1 571-484-0504?

26

WhatsApp

To whom was the last phone call placed using this device? Provide the first and last name. (First Last)27

Annie Fao

What was the type of the last outgoing call placed using this device? Choose one of the following: Voice call, 
FaceTime

28

FaceTime

What is the duration of the last outgoing (audio or video) call? Answer using the following format:  hh:mm:ss29

00:08:06

Provide the contents of the last message SENT TO Annie Fao via WhatsApp Application on 5/24/2018.30

Yes I know. I will call you in a few minutes.

Provide the contents of the last message RECEIVED FROM Annie Fao via WhatsApp Application on 
5/24/2018.

31

Your parents should be back soon. We need to do this fast!

The user shared their location on 5/24/2018 10:53 AM(UTC-4) using WhatsApp Application. Provide the 
latitude and longitude of the shared location. Answer using the following format: Longitude: ________, 
Latitude:_________

32**

Longitude: -77.396728515625, Latitude: 38.8545341491699

Provide the creation time of the multimedia file named “IMG_0023.MOV”. Answer using the time zone set on 
the device in the following format: Month / Day / Year, Hours: Minutes: Seconds AM / PM.

33**

5/21/2018 03:24:54 PM

What type of file was received from + 1 571-484-0504 on May 23, 2018 at 3:33:23 PM GMT-04:00 via 
WhatsApp application. Provide the file extension of the file. (Ex: .docx)

34

.JPG

What is the make and model of the camera used to capture IMG_0035.JPG? Provide the answer in the 
following format: Make: _________, Model: _________

35

Make: Apple, Model: iPhone6

Which web search browser was used to download “IMG_0024.PNG”? Choose one of the following: Chrome, 
Safari

36

Safari
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